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We introduce a novel framework for interactive landscape authoring that supports bi-directional feedback between erosion and vegetation simulation. Vegetation and terrain erosion have strong mutual impact and their interplay influences the overall realism of virtual scenes. Despite their importance, these complex interactions have been neglected in computer graphics. Our framework overcomes this by simulating the effect of a variety of geomorphological agents and the mutual interaction between different material and vegetation layers, including rock, sand, humus, grass, shrubs, and trees. Users are able to exploit these interactions with an authoring interface that consistently shapes the terrain and populates it with details. Our method, validated through side-by-side comparison with real terrains, can be used not only to generate realistic static landscapes, but also to follow the temporal evolution of a landscape over a few centuries.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Landscape authoring involves modeling the entirety of a natural scene incorporating both vegetation and terrain and is an important part of a designer’s workflow in computer graphics. The human visual system has evolved into a highly effective interpreter of the natural world and we are capable of rapidly identifying features that we recognize as important or visually plausible. This poses a challenge for designers of virtual landscapes, because errors and inconsistencies are unforgivable to observers.

There has been significant progress in landscape modeling. Methods for virtual terrain date back to early days when the fractal characteristics of mountains were first explored [Mandelbrot and Pignoni 1983]. However, it was soon noticed that terrains are affected by geomorphological processes and cannot be described by fractals alone. Various forms of terrain erosion [Benes and Forsbach 2002; Chiba et al. 1998; Musgrave et al. 1989] and example-based approaches [Zhou et al. 2007] have since been introduced. Vegetation cover has typically been created by treating plants as particles that can be placed on pre-generated terrain by random, simulation [Deussen et al. 1998] or example-based [Emilien et al. 2015] processes. Despite significant progress, there are still many open problems in landscape modeling. Landscapes exhibit huge spatial and temporal variance that is affected by multiple agents acting at different rates and scales. For instance hydraulic erosion, landslides, and lightning can act very quickly and move or remove large amounts of plant matter and soil material within hours, while thermal erosion typically acts slowly and is expressed only over very long time spans. These different rates make it difficult to simulate the spatio-temporal evolution of landscapes, i.e., how a given terrain would look after some period of time. Geomorphological and...
ecosystemic phenomena also act differently depending on a plethora of factors such as location, slope, temperature, sun exposure, and soil type.

The key observation of our work is that the shape and temporal evolution of landscapes are significantly affected by the interaction between vegetation and erosion, a factor that has thus far not been considered in computer graphics. While vegetation may affect the speed of the geomorphological processes and reduce their effects such as landslides, many of them such as erosion, rock falls, and soil deposited by running water, also have a strong impact on the vegetation.

We present a novel, unified framework for landscape modeling that allows for interactive modeling of the mutual interaction between various geomorphological phenomena and their effects on terrain and vegetation. The input is an elevation map, which is modified, textured, and populated with consistent sets of details such as rocks, trees, or bushes by our simulation. The user retains full control over the terrain, vegetation, and their co-evolution during an interactive modeling session; she can tune the control parameters of a wide range of geomorphological phenomena, their interplay, and the weather. The user can also directly edit each layer state, such as the current plant cover, using brushes. As a result, the 3D layered model evolves and exhibits features that are difficult to achieve with other landscape modeling methods (Figure 2).

We claim the following technical contributions: We present an original framework for efficient, stochastic simulation of multiple phenomena and their interactions. Simulations are driven by a consistent set of models for the geomorphological and ecosystemic agents that simultaneously modify terrain and vegetation and influence their temporal evolution over time. To our knowledge, ours is the first approach that allows user-controlled authoring of landscapes by using an ecosystem simulator that takes into account the entire cycle of vegetation, from germination through to death, and ultimate reduction to an organic mulch (humus), as well as providing a unified treatment of disturbance events, such as fire, lightning and landslides.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Solutions to ecosystem simulation and terrain modeling can be usefully classified according to procedural, simulation or interactive approaches. Although a focused review based on this classification is provided here, there are more general surveys of terrain representation [Natali et al. 2013], procedural terrain [Smelik et al. 2014] and plant [Deussen and Lintermann 2006] modeling available.

Ecosystem simulation builds on vegetation models dating back to work by Lindenmayer [1968] and Bloomental [1985] and the book of Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [1990]. A seminal paper in ecosystem simulation for computer graphics by Deussen et al. [1998] set a Lagrangian trend by describing each plant as a particle and simulating an ecosystem as a competition for resources in which colliding plants are evaluated and the fittest survives. Follow-up research focused on multilevel communities [Lane and Prusinkiewicz 2002], adding virtual agents to work as gardeners [Benes and Espinosa 2003], real-time ecosystem simulation [Benes et al. 2009], combining ecosystems with urban simulations [Benes et al. 2011], greater botanical fidelity [Ch’Ng 2013] and pause-and-restart localized ecosystem editing [Bradbury et al. 2015]. To the best of our knowledge, ecosystem simulation has not been combined with erosion simulation for landscape modeling.

Terrain and landscape modeling methods were first based on procedural approaches and applied noise functions to imitate the fractal structure of terrains [Fournier et al. 1982; Voss 1985]. Subsequent methods combined fractal interpolation with river and valley modeling [Kelley et al. 1988], applied L-systems to river and landscape generation [Prusinkiewicz and Hammel 1993], and deformed fractal terrains to fit certain constraints [Stachniak and Stuerzlinger 2005]. More recently, compactly supported function representations [Génevaux et al. 2015] and sparse procedural representations [Guérin et al. 2016] were proposed to control the placement and distribution of procedurally defined landforms features. The common problem with pure procedural methods is their inability to generate terrains that have been affected by geomorphological agents, such as water or temperature. Simulation-based approaches use erosion simulation either to further improve existing terrains or to create new terrains from scratch. The seminal work of Musgrave et al. [1989] introduced

![Fig. 2. Our framework combines layered terrain and vegetation data and supports their interlinked simulation, which can be driven by users editing layers or triggering natural events. (1) The user first provides a bare-earth digital elevation map for time step $t_0$ and our framework simulates interleaved erosion and plant growth, up to $t_0 + 200$ years. (2) In the next time step at $t_0 + 210$ years, a landslide creates boulders that destroy vegetation. One year later, the designer triggers a fire in the valley, which spreads to consume part of the forest. (3) After four more years at $t_0 + 215$, the remaining trees have continued growing, new saplings have germinated and the humus layer is beginning to regenerate. The white loops indicate affected areas.](image-url)
thermal weathering and hydraulic erosion and was later extended by using: layered data structures [Benes and Forsbach 2001], fully 3D simulation with smoothed particle dynamics [Kristof et al. 2009], or discrete space subdivision [Benes et al. 2006]. Simulations have been used in interactive frameworks [Neidhold et al. 2005; Št’ava et al. 2008] and accelerated by implementation on many-core hardware architectures [Mei et al. 2007; Vanek et al. 2011]. Current work allows for large-scale simulation of erosion at the level of the entire mountain ranges [Cordonnier et al. 2016]. While erosion simulation produces terrains that are geomorphologically correct, the large spatial and temporal scales of the simulations (about 100 meters per grid-cell, with time steps in the thousands of years) and the limited user-control prevent those algorithms from being used extensively for terrain authoring. Various interactive and example-based methods for terrain modeling address the major issues with procedural and simulation-based approaches. One of the first example-based methods [Zhou et al. 2007] drew on a set of digital elevation exemplars to create terrains using texture synthesis. This approach was extended and parallelized by Gain et al. [2015] to allow various forms of interactive user control. Terrain concavity was addressed in an approach [Peytavie et al. 2009] that allows interactive creation of 3D models of caves with boulders. Recent work uses statistical analysis to train brushes that can transfer stochastic distributions of features, such as trees, rocks, houses and roads, from one terrain to another [Emilien et al. 2015] or intersection-free placing of objects [Guerin et al. 2016] controlled by density functions. The work of Génevaux et al. [2013] builds complex river networks that are used to construct the corresponding terrain. These methods provide good control over the phenomena they address, but do not ensure the geological consistency of results, or a plausible interplay between the morphology of the terrain and the details that populate it. Various interactive and example-based methods for terrain modeling address the major issues with procedural and simulation-based approaches. One of the first example-based methods [Zhou et al. 2007] drew on a set of digital elevation exemplars to create terrains using texture synthesis. This approach was extended and parallelized by Gain et al. [2015] to allow various forms of interactive user control. Terrain concavity was addressed in an approach [Peytavie et al. 2009] that allows interactive creation of 3D models of caves with boulders. Recent work uses statistical analysis to train brushes that can transfer stochastic distributions of features, such as trees, rocks, houses and roads, from one terrain to another [Emilien et al. 2015] or intersection-free placing of objects [Guerin et al. 2016] controlled by density functions. The work of Génevaux et al. [2013] builds complex river networks that are used to construct the corresponding terrain. These methods provide good control over the phenomena they address, but do not ensure the geological consistency of results, or a plausible interplay between the morphology of the terrain and the details that populate it. Various interactive and example-based methods for terrain modeling address the major issues with procedural and simulation-based approaches. One of the first example-based methods [Zhou et al. 2007] drew on a set of digital elevation exemplars to create terrains using texture synthesis. This approach was extended and parallelized by Gain et al. [2015] to allow various forms of interactive user control. Terrain concavity was addressed in an approach [Peytavie et al. 2009] that allows interactive creation of 3D models of caves with boulders. Recent work uses statistical analysis to train brushes that can transfer stochastic distributions of features, such as trees, rocks, houses and roads, from one terrain to another [Emilien et al. 2015] or intersection-free placing of objects [Guerin et al. 2016] controlled by density functions. The work of Génevaux et al. [2013] builds complex river networks that are used to construct the corresponding terrain. These methods provide good control over the phenomena they address, but do not ensure the geological consistency of results, or a plausible interplay between the morphology of the terrain and the details that populate it.
the ecosystem simulation. Total vegetation density $V$ is given by the sum of the grass, shrub, and tree densities, weighted by their respective importance.

3.2 Simulation

The novelty of our method lies in a stochastic simulation that supports robust and efficient integration of many phenomena acting on a landscape. In this section, we first describe the main challenges, and then explain our solution.

Challenges: An obvious approach to simulating multiple phenomena would be to jointly simulate the incremental actions of all agents (water flows, while thermal erosion fractures rock and plants grow), on each cell of the terrain, for each simulation frame.

Unfortunately, this strategy works against many of the data-structures and optimizations proposed in previous work, which presuppose a single agent acting in isolation. For instance, water-pile models accumulate water but often yield large water-level disparities between neighboring cells. Even with dampening, the disparity at intermediate stages can introduce significant instabilities when combined with chaotic events, such as rockfalls or plant growth.

This issue can be viewed from another perspective: a large, extendable simulation framework, with many parameters and unknown, and non-linear relationships, is most typically resolved using the forward Euler method. In this case, to achieve stability, the global time step must be chosen with respect to the most ill-conditioned equation in the simulation. This lockstep prevents efficient simulation of the other factors. Therefore, such an approach is limited to simple algorithms and data-structures or fine grids and small simulation steps.

Our solution: Instead of jointly simulating phenomena we successively generate a large number of individual events, which act separately on the landscape. Each event begins in a cell, typically follows a path through other cells (generally with some decay) and ends in bounded time. To generate the desired effect, both the sequence and specifics of individual events are stochastic. More precisely, in our formalism events obey the following rules:

- Propagate without backtracking to at most a single adjacent cell. An event may thus spawn a path so long as the this does not branch, reverse course or form loops. It is important to note that this restriction only applies to propagation: an event may modify the layers of any number of neighboring cells along the way.
- Involve a bounded volume of material.
- Terminate in bounded simulation time $\Delta t$, sufficiently short to be negligible with respect to the simulation time step $\Delta t < \Delta t$.

The first rule limits execution time, the second promotes stability, and the third ensures convergence (by making it legal to perform such a decomposition).

This strategy is motivated by the seemingly stochastic nature of many events in real terrains, either because they are triggered at random (e.g., rockslides) or their effects appear chaotic (e.g., the spread of fire). Moreover, the path of such events is often determined by fine-scale features that are obfuscated by the discretization of a simulation grid. Although a single event always propagates to a single neighboring cell, branching effects, such as rocks scattered during landslides, are achieved by the accumulation of many events in neighboring locations. The overall simulation can be described as follows:

- Choose a random position $p_0$ with uniform probability, from among all terrain cells;
- Choose a random event, again with uniform probability, from all the available events;
- Activate the event at $p_0$ and simulate it until it terminates;
- Store the effects (transported material, plant growth) in the relevant terrain layers.

This process is repeated a very large number of times $N$ for each simulation step, which ensures a convergence to plausible results. In our implementation, $N$ is a product of the number of grid cells and different event types ($N > 256 \times 256 \times 10 = 650,000$ in all our examples), so that all terrain cells are likely starting points for at least a few events.

The time step of our simulation $\Delta t$ is set to one year. This represents a balance between the relatively rapid development of vegetation and longer-term impact of erosion, while allowing efficient simulations that span several centuries. In practice, $\Delta t$ can be reduced over the last few simulation months before exporting final geometry so as to account for seasonal variations in vegetation.

Initialization of the landscape model $S(0)$ is controlled by the user, who can either provide data for the different layers or rely on procedural instantiation from a single input heightfield. In the latter case, the bedrock layer $B(0)$ is initialized using elevation values from the heightfield, while sand $C(0)$, rocks $R(0)$ and vegetation $V(0)$ are set to zero. The thickness of the humus layer $H(0)$ is determined by the local slope of the bedrock: $H(p, 0) = g \circ s(B(p, 0))$ where $s$ denotes the slope of the terrain computed at $p$. The function $g : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is a smoothly decreasing function of the slope that maps $[0, +\infty)$ onto $[0, 1]$ with $g(\tan 30^\circ) = 1/2$ so that there should be half as much humus on $30^\circ$ slopes as on flat areas. In our implementation, we use a Gaussian $g(s) = e^{-s^2/\sigma}$ with $\sigma^2 \approx 3 \ln 2$. Moisture $M$ in the granular material layers $G$ is computed during rainfall simulation and need not be pre-calculated.

3.3 Control

The user is afforded pause-and-edit control over the simulation at several levels of abstraction, with changes stored in the timeline:

- Environmental parameters of the scene (rainfall patterns, frequency of lightning strikes, temperature, etc) can be directly and interactively adjusted at any point in the simulation timeline.
- Layered data can be locally edited using interactive brushes, by adding or removing plants, or adjusting the thickness of materials, at any given time step. User edits may introduce inconsistencies, such as too much sand or too many trees on steep slopes, but these usually self-correct after a few simulation time steps.
- Probability maps allow the user to locally re-weight the chance of any chosen geomorphological events (such as enforcing a lightning strike in a given cell).
• Environment scenarios provide functionality to pre-define a script for any of the above interactions (environmental parameters, layer changes, and probability maps) as they evolve over time.

At each simulation step, the user is provided with a real-time visualization of the current state, enabling stop-and-restart editing of the simulation.

4 GEOMORPHOLOGICAL EVENTS

In this section, we show how five significant and influential natural phenomena—rainfall, temperature, lightning, gravity, and fire—have been incorporated into our unified framework.

4.1 Rainfall and running water

Rain, and the resulting running water, impact not only terrain shape (by hydraulic erosion) and soil composition (through material transport), but also vegetation growth. As a typical effect, water carves channels in the surface of the terrain and forms accretion cones (Figure 6). There are several factors to consider: the trajectory of runoff is heavily dependent on slope, drainage area and other features; the quantity of runoff is reduced by evapotranspiration off vegetation; and, finally, plant roots bind soil and dampen hydraulic erosion.

We simulate all these effects through runoff events, which model the progression of surface water: its stochastic course across the terrain, its reduction due to soil absorption, and its ultimate impact in terms of erosion and material transport.

Runoff event simulation: A runoff event is parameterized by the volume of water $w$ it transports. The event starts at a point $p_0$ with $w = w_0$, follows a trajectory, and ends when $w = 0$ or a local terrain minimum is reached. Initially, $w_0$ is set to the total quantity of rain in a cell during a simulation time step $\Delta t$, and reduced by the proportion intercepted by plants and released to the atmosphere through evaporation, which depends on plant density.

The event is then simulated iteratively over the terrain grid as follows. Let $p_k$ be the current position of the runoff. The subsequent position $p_{k+1}$ is determined by a random choice from among the neighboring cells $N(p_k)$ having lower elevation than $p_k$, with probability:

$$\rho(p) = s(p)/\sum_{q \in N(p_k)} s(q).$$

Once this random choice is made, the current slope between $p_k$ and $p_{k+1}$ is stored, or set to zero if $p_k$ has no lower neighbor.

The runoff $w_k$ is then reduced by soil absorption, which is inversely proportional to the slope. Absorbed water is added to the local moisture in cell $p_k$, stored in layer $M$. If this moisture exceeds the maximum holding capacity of the local soil layers (given preset parameters for bedrock, rock, sand, and humus), then the excess is returned to $w_k$ because of soil saturation.

Interactions with the landscape: Inspired by the geology literature [Braun and Sambridge 1997], we account for both hydraulic erosion, which grinds terrain material (bedrock and rocks) to a finer constituency (rocks and sand), and soil transportation, which involves water redistributing small quantities of rock, sand and humus.

![Fig. 5. Runoff events use water as a vector to transport material. They perform erosion, lift, and deposition. Water is also partly absorbed and generates soil moisture.](image)

![Fig. 6. Results after several runoff events: channels form in the upper part, while accretion cones develop over those already present in the original terrain. One event has been initiated per cell and per year for 200 years.](image)

We use a standard discrete model for erosion [Musgrave et al. 1989], where redistribution acts by lifting or depositing material, depending on a slope threshold (Figure 5). Lift only occurs until carrying capacity is reached, and deposition is inversely proportional to slope. Moreover, bedrock is partially shielded from erosion by intervening soil and vegetation layers. Finally, lift is impeded and deposition enhanced by the presence of vegetation, by virtually reducing the slope according to the amount of vegetation, for the purposes of redistribution.

Once the runoff sequence terminates we approximate the effects of plant transpiration and seepage into groundwater by reducing the moisture at the source $p_0$ by a constant amount.

4.2 Temperature

Temperature variation plays an important role in triggering the fracture of bedrock—referred to as thermal erosion [Musgrave et al. 1989]—as well as in determining the niche suitability of vegetation. Thermal erosion occurs when water in rock cavities freezes, expands and breaks the bedrock into rocks that may then fall under gravity. Thermal erosion is most influential in regions with high temperature gradients, such as cliffs that are exposed to direct sunlight and cold night-sky radiative transfer. Sand, humus and vegetation act to reduce the impact of temperature variations by shielding the bedrock.

In our framework, when a thermal stress event is launched at a random position $p$, we first estimate the variation between daytime and nighttime temperatures denoted as $\Delta T$ using the elevation $E(p)$ and illumination $I(p)$. This $\Delta T$ value is then damped in proportion to the local density of vegetation $V(p)$ and thickness of sand and...
humus $G(p)$. The resulting value is used as the probability that a
given quantity of local bedrock $B$ will fracture into rocks $R$:

$$f(p) = k \Delta T s(p)/(1 + k_G G(p) + k_V V(p))$$

The coefficients $k$, $k_G$ and $k_V$ are constants and $s(p)$ is the maxi-
mum local slope. Since bedrock is often approximated as a granular
material over large time scales [Densmore et al. 1998], we assume
that the landslide effect is limited by a critical slope. The quantity
of falling rock is computed from the difference between the local
slope and this critical slope. By design, rocks are created in-place,
and their fall is triggered and simulated according to gravity events
(Section 4.4). The effect of temperature on local vegetation will be
discussed further in Section 5.

4.3 Lightning

While it is well-known that lightning destroy trees, recent research
in geomorphology [Knight and Grab 2014] has demonstrated that
bedrock struck by lightning is blasted into rocky material. A single
strike may break down tons of bedrock and eject rocks up to several
meters from the point of impact, resulting in a volume of up to
10 000m$^3$ being moved per square kilometer per 100 years.

We model this phenomenon through lightning strike events. At a
random point of impact $p_0$, the probability of damage is a function
of elevation and the exposed character of the location, which we
evaluate using local curvature of the terrain elevation $E$:

$$l(p) = k_L \min \left(1, e^{k_s (\nabla E(p) - k_i)} \right)$$

The coefficient $k_L$ is the maximum probability that a lightning strike
hits the cell at position $p$, $k_s$ is the minimum curvature for which
this probability is achieved, and $k_i$ is a scaling factor.

If the lightning strike occurs, we proceed as follows (Figure 7).
Lightning destroys local vegetation, if present, and we reduce the
number, and aggregate height and age of trees in the vegetation
layer $V$ and increase the density of dead vegetation $D$ accordingly:
Furthermore, in conducive conditions of high global temperature
and low rainfall lightning has a chance of initiating a fire event at
the same location (section 4.5). Otherwise, a constant amount of
bedrock material $B$ is removed and spread as granular material $G$
(rocks and sand) in the neighboring cells, while taking their relative
elevation into account.

4.4 Gravity

We use separate events (rock-slide, sand-slide and humus-slide) to
represent the collapse under gravity of different granular materials,
since each has a specific friction angle. As with runoff, a slide
event starts at a random position $p_0$, propagates along a random
slope-dependent trajectory (see Equation (1)), and terminates when
the local slope falls below the friction angle. At each step, the
amount of sliding material is computed as a random proportion
of the material column that sits above the friction angle. We also
add a contribution proportional to the curvature of the surface, to
simulate a form of diffusion known as the hill-slope process on
granular material [Braun and Sambridge 1997].

Material slide effects are dampened by vegetation since the roots
of trees form a stabilizing lattice on slopes. This is captured by a
vegetation-dependent increase in the friction angle. Conversely,
rockslides also damage vegetation, which we model by decreasing
plants in the vegetation layers $V$ and increasing the dead vegetation
$D$, accordingly: vegetation is destroyed in proportion to the volume
of falling rocks.

4.5 Fire

Fire as a disturbance event is one of the primary causes of defor-
estation in hot and dry ecosystems. In our system, it also serves as
a useful control tool for users.

We note that fires spread more strongly upwards and in the pre-
vailing wind direction [Yassemi et al. 2008]. Accordingly, a fire event
at $p_0$ starts with a seeding process igniting fires in neighboring cells,
whose intensity is a function of local temperature, moisture, and vegetation density. The number, distance, and direction of nearby cells damaged by the fire depends on this intensity and the prevailing wind (a constant user-defined 2D vector in our implementation). In particular, the fire spread direction follows a normal distribution centered on the wind direction, with variance related to the inverse of fire intensity, narrowing when the wind is strong. Next, vegetation is destroyed at the seeded locations in proportion to fire intensity and local slope. The cycle then begins again with one of the seeded locations chosen as the potential source of a new fire event. A fire dies out when there is no more vegetation to fuel it or if the fire intensity has dropped below the level required to ignite new trees.

5 ECOSYSTEM EVENTS

In simulating vegetation, our point of departure from previous CG ecosystems is a consideration of the cyclic interaction between plants and soil. Plants rely on soil moisture but also impact it in various ways. For instance, due to evapotranspiration some rainfall is intercepted by tree canopies and by litterfall (the detritus of fallen leaves and dead plants) and evaporates before reaching the ground, while water is also drawn up from the soil and transpires through leaves. Conversely, litterfall decays into humus, which changes the constituency of soil and improves its moisture holding capacity. We explicitly account for these effects, as well as the impact of vegetation on erosion (see Section 4.1).
plants, such as shrubs shaded by trees, by reducing sun exposure in proportion to density.

Since the expected interval between vegetation events in a given cell is one year (based on $\Delta t$), we use the monthly viability to derive yearly values for vigor and stress and feed these into simple growth, germination and death processes. Vigor is the average viability during the growing season (when the average monthly temperature is at least $5 \, ^\circ C$), while stress is the average of the four worst viability values, but is only considered if it is negative.

For seeding and germination, the event framework could support propagation to neighboring cells, in a similar fashion to fractured rock ejected by a lightning strike (section 4.3). However, propagation processes are complicated by different forms of seed dispersal and variable delays in germination. For instance, in the case of obligate seedling fires are needed to spur germination. Instead, we make the simplifying assumption that an existing bank of seeds is present in the soil and model germination by adding a number of plants as seedlings to the cell in proportion to the vigor and available space $(1 - d)$, but only if there is no stress. For woody plant types we use an establishment rate of 0.24 saplings per $m^2$ [Prentice et al. 1993]. For growth, we scale a constant yearly increase in plant height for each plant according to the vigor value. In the last process, plant death acts by removing average plant specimens from a cell into a litter pool according to self thinning, environmental stress and senescence rules. First, to avoid over-saturation plants are removed to enforce $d < 1$. Next, bioclimatic limits are accounted for by removing plants in proportion to the stress value. Finally, if the average age is above a threshold a small random proportion of plants are removed to represent death by old age.

It makes little sense to consider grass as individual plants, even in aggregate. So, instead we translate grass vigor directly into a density value and ignore issues of individual grass clump growth and death.

The final phase in an ecosystem event is to model the breakdown of dead plant matter $D$ into humus $H$. [Higgins et al. 2007] provides a conversion from tree height to biomass, which when combined with an average green wood weight $(m$ in kg/m$^3$) allows a derivation of bio-volume $(b)$ from average plant height $(\bar{h})$, as:

$$b = 0.52 \bar{h}^{2.55} / m$$

Roughly 30% of litter fall is converted to humus in a given year [Sitch et al. 2003], while the remainder rots away and is released as carbon dioxide.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

Our system has been implemented in C++ and uses OpenGL for rapid previsualization and Vue for rendering photorealistic landscape images. All simulations were performed on a desktop computer equipped with an Intel Core i7 CPU clocked at 2.5 GHz. We did not use any graphics hardware acceleration.

We use elevation maps from real terrains downloaded from the (U.S. Geological Survey). The output can be either a single, static landscape, or several frames representing its evolution over time. In both cases we use our layered model to enhance the landscape with procedural detail, as follows: we provide a terrain heightfield, obtained by stacking the sand $C$ and humus $H$ layers on top of the bedrock elevation $B$, and a surface texture, computed from the thickness of sand and humus and the density of grass $V_g$. Plant geometry is instantiated from models stored in an atlas, in accordance with the vegetation layers $V$, which define local plant data such as density, size, and age, for every cell. After scene geometry has been generated, it is exported to Vue for final rendering. The final rendering smooths the layers, and bedrock, sand, humus, and grass are rendered in order from the topmost layer to the bottommost. All geometric elements (rocks, shrubs, and trees, both living and dead) are instantiated.

To explore the possibility of acceleration, we have implemented a multi-threaded CPU version of our framework, where each thread handles a set of events. We solve race conditions, where two events converge on the same cell, using atomic instructions. Several cells can be locked iteratively during the propagation of an event, but, to avoid deadlock, the same thread cannot lock more than one cell at the same time. With this approach we achieve a speed-up factor of 4 on a 12-thread machine.

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The size of a cell in all our simulations is set to $10 \times 10 \, m^2$. This allows the capture of medium-scale erosion and ecosystem features, while allowing the simulation and authoring of landscapes up to $10 \times 10 \, km^2$ in extent at interactive rates.

Average timings for different types of events and for a complete scene are reported in Table 1. Performance is related to the scene resolution $n \times n$, the number of events and their overall complexity. Certain events have only a local extent, such as lightning strikes.
and ecosystem events. In contrast, events such as gravity (Section 4.4) and rain (Section 4.1), with hydraulic erosion, may propagate changes in the layered data-structure across many cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>n = 128</th>
<th>n = 256</th>
<th>n = 512</th>
<th>n = 1024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>0.0695</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Average performance (in s) for different events over the course of a simulation step \( \Delta t \), and the total, as a function of terrain width \( n \) (in number of cells).

The worst case complexity is \( O(n^4) \), where \( n \) is the terrain width, because the number of events per simulation step is proportional to \( n^2 \), and of these the most computationally demanding events trace a path with no cycles, spawning an upper bound of \( n^2 \) cells. In practice, events follow a discrete curve on the terrain, so the impact is limited to \( (n^2)^{1/2} = n \) cells on average.

We have found that execution is dominated by the runoff event, which exhibits average complexity of \( O(n) \) for every cell and represents 75% of the computation for a \( 2.5 \times 2.5 \) km² landscape. The overall average complexity varies from \( O(n^2) \) for terrains with limited runoff to \( O(n^3) \) for terrains with long channels.

**User Control:** A variety of control mechanisms and achievable landscapes are showcased in Figures 2, 11, and 12. The first result in Figure 2 shows a landscape designed by triggering specific landslide and fire events, followed by periods of natural landscape evolution. Figure 11 demonstrates varied outcomes obtained simply by changing the initial \( 256 \times 256 \) bedrock heightfield. An example of interactive control during a 15 minute editing session is provided in Figure 12. Here, the user has modeled drought and sand-dune growth over a \( 128 \times 128 \) subregion of an oceanic landscape.

**Generic framework:** The logical subdivision into independent tasks makes our framework flexible. It simplifies the main simulation loop (Section 3), making it both scalable and extensible: it is easy to add events to the simulation because each event is a function that takes as arguments a starting position, the terrain layers, and a few other simulation parameters, such as the main wind direction and strength. The relative importance of each event type can be easily adjusted to obtain a wide variety of landscapes (Figure 15).

**Simulation quality:** Our framework enhances terrain erosion by interlinking multiple geomorphological phenomena, including hydraulic erosion, material transport, slides and slides due to gravity, and bedrock fracture from thermal erosion and lightning.
Fig. 15. A terrain used to generate a variety of landscapes: (1) with default parameters, (2) a high altitude rocky region, (3) a dense forest on a fertile ground, and (4) a sand-filled desert with drought-adapted vegetation at the lower elevations.

Fig. 16. Disabling the events with respect to the complete simulation rendered in (3) shows their impact: (1) rain, (2) gravity, (4) lightning, and (5) temperature.

The results of erosion of a typical simulation (100–1,000 years) are subtle but distinctive; the final variation of height is on the order of a few meters. The visual consequences are mainly:

- Bedrock destruction evidenced by small channels and fractured cliff-faces (Figure 18(3)).
- Correct buildup of materials (fallen rocks, sand, and humus) in both scree and accretion areas (Figure 18(2)).
- That vegetation suppresses erosion and therefore softens slopes. This becomes visually salient when slopes are denuded by fire (Figure 13). However, the effects of vegetation on erosion are subtle in most scenes.

Although each event type in isolation has little impact on a terrain, their significance is heightened by combined interaction. Compared to a combined simulation (Figure 16), an absence of erosion and sedimentation linked to rain prevents rock from being carved and soil from being transported into channels. Without gravity there are no rockslides to fill lower erosion pockets. A lack of lightning and temperature simulation prevents the erosion of exposed and steep slopes, respectively. The importance of fire in hot, dry landscapes is depicted in Figure 17.

Fig. 17. Effect of fires on a warm, dry landscape: no fire for 200 years (left), compared with regular fires every other year (right).

In terms of ecosystem simulation, our terrain erosion models capture visual outcomes not considered in previous work. First, our rainfall model accounts for moisture absorbed by different soil layers with differing moisture retention and these layers are distributed by erosion forces in a consistent fashion. For example, in Figure 14(1) hilltops receive less moisture and thus less plant cover. Most importantly, our model considers humus generation, displacement, and exploitation by vegetation. For example, in Figure 14(2) a pile of sand painted by the user to override humus retards vegetation growth. Second, erosion destroys plants through catastrophic events. For instance, rockfalls crush and bury trees, an effect that is characteristic of alpine forests.

Real terrain data with different layers (humus, rock) is not readily available, making comparison difficult. This is exacerbated by temporal simulations that run anywhere from 100 to 1,000 years. Instead, we validate our results by comparing them with real phenomena illustrated by photographs. Figure 19(1) shows the destruction of vegetation by rock-slides, which we reproduce in Figure 18(1). Figure 19(2) has trees growing over accretion areas, and is mimicked in Figure 18(2). Finally, Figure 19(3) is a granular terrain, deeply eroded due to an absence of vegetation, which is simulated in Figure 20 by replacing bedrock with only granular materials.

Limitations: One limitation of our framework is the computational cost of event simulation. Unfortunately, parallelizing the
Fig. 18. An example of combined erosion and ecosystem simulation. Images show in detail: (1) vegetation destroyed by falling rock and (2) plant growth on accretion zones, after 75 years and 150 years.

Fig. 19. Photographs of real-world landscapes show: (1) vegetation cleared by an avalanche of rocks, (2) vegetation growing on accretion cones, (3) Terrain erosion accelerated by an absence of plants (© Creative Commons).

simulation is non-trivial, because events occur in sequence and may overlap spatially. In the interests of responsiveness, we limit users to interacting with coarser-scale landscapes \((n = 128 \text{ to } 256)\). One way to compensate for this is to store the events and user modifications and re-run them with an off-line upsampled simulation. Having many combining events increases both the number of simulation parameters and the complexity of their interdependence. These parameters tend to be hard to tune and are not artist-friendly.

Another limitation is the discrete nature of the simulator. While a discretized grid is more efficient, a continuous domain would be more appropriate for phenomena that act at different scales. In the same vein, we do not account for accurate fine-scale detail, so the method is less suited to close-up views. In future work, detailed geometry such as piles of rocks and boulders or fallen branches could be added using mass instancing [Guérin et al. 2016].

Validation is a challenge common to all but the simplest simulation methods. While we included real images for comparison, it is difficult to quantify how closely the results match corresponding effects in nature. Our evaluation is only visual.

8 CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel landscape editing framework, which, for the first time, enables the simulation of complex interactions between a variety of phenomena, ranging from vegetation lifecycles and terrain erosion to lightning and fire disturbance. This is achieved with a layered landscape model, which stores terrain materials, vegetation densities, and other resources, and is evolved over time through a large number of stochastic events. We avoid a complex, joint simulation over all phenomena by launching these events in random order and restricting them to interact only through the landscape layers. This reduces computation time, simplifies the interactions between different phenomena, and enables interactive user control. Our editing tools enable the user to over-paint any of the landscape layers at runtime, throughout the simulation, thereby combining realism and control.

Future work could include adding other events to broaden the range of simulated phenomena to cover wind (affected by vegetation
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